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  Editorial Note  

 

As we probably aware, Botanical science is a part of science which manages the logical investigation of the physiology, 

structure, hereditary qualities, nature, dispersion, characterization and financial significance of plants alongside vegetation of 

specific district, environment or land period. 

Research and Reviews: Journal of Botanical Sciences covers the majority of the themes and fuses a wide extent of fields. Key 

target of the diary is to give most recent data on current headways and improvements in field of Botanical Sciences. Not many 

of them incorporate, Crop Science and Technology; Agro innovation, Medicinal and Aromatic Plants, Nutrition and Food 

Sciences, Plant Pathology and Microbiology; Botanical Science; Paleobotany, Plant Ecology, Ethnobotany, Geo Botany, Plant 

Taxonomy and Anatomy, Plant Morphology and so on. in its request to make a phase for the makers to make their dedication 

towards the diary and the article office ensures a companion review process for the submitted unique duplicates for the idea of 

dispersing. 

This partner assessed clinical diary is using the Online Submission System for quality in the review method. Online Submission 

System is an online unique duplicate convenience, review and worldwide situating structure. Review planning is performed by 

the distribution board people from the Research and Reviews: Journal of Botanical Sciences or outside pros; at any rate, two 

self-sufficient analysts underwriting followed by article administrator support is required for affirmation of any citable unique 

duplicate. 

Creators may submit unique duplicates and watch their advancement through this structure, in a perfect world to appropriation. 

Analysts can download unique duplicates and present their decisions to the manager. Editors can manage the whole 

convenience/study/rethink/convey process. 

Research and Reviews: Journal of Botanical Sciences is an academic diary which expects to disperse the most complete and 

strong wellspring of information on the revelations and stream enhancements in the method of Research; Review; Short 

Review; Case Report; Case Studies; Image articles; Case reports; Commentaries; Short Commentaries; Hypothesis; Thesis, etc. 

in each part of the field and making them uninhibitedly available through online without any impediments or some different 

participations to researchers around the globe. Arranging and advancement of diary in the year 2020 incorporate different 

exercises, for example, high Social media advertising that can assume a key job in spreading research work universally with 

expanded visibility, reference. 

The Journal offers thanks to all its exclusive panel of editorial board members for their constant endeavors, backing and 

support all through the publication voyage of the journal, directly from its initiation in the year 2012. The Journal offers different 

advantages to writers which incorporate; the copyright of their own examination results, ideas and master conclusions; Post-

distribution advancement of the distributed articles for upgraded prominence and citation possibility; Free electronic .pdf 

duplicates of the distributed article; Special limits on handling charges dependent on the number, significance and effect of the 

entries; Publication of the article inside multi week after the acknowledgment by the friend commentators (quick track survey). 

As the Journal follows fast audit process with universal companion survey principles, users need not to worry over the nature of 

an article. 
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